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[57] ABSTRACT 
The device disclosed herein fundamentally comprises 
current limiting means for limiting a current in a dis 
charge lamp to below its rating until a predetermined 
point is reached in a half cycle of the alternating cur 
rent and control signal generating means for applying 
a control signal to the current limiting means at the 
predetermined current control changeover point to 
suspend or depress the function of the current limiting 
means, so that the supply voltage viewed from the dis 
charge lamp is equivalently increased and accordingly 
the device itself can be made smaller in size and ligh 
ter in weight. The device further comprises means for 
changing the current control point according to varia 
tion in the characteristics of its circuit elements or the 
lapse of time from the starting time of the discharge 
lamp in order to stably operate a discharge lamp such 
as a mercury arc lamp which is variable in vapor pres 
sure and equivalent impedance. in addition, the device 
further comprises time locking means for actuating 
the control signal generating means after a given time, 
or keeping the function of the control signal generat 
ing means in suspended state for the given time after 
closing of a line switch, thereby to stably operate a 
discharge lamp which requires starting pulse or has an 
irregular discharge in the starting period, 

15 Claims, 36 Drawing Figures 
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DEVICE FOR OPERATING DISCHARGE LAMPS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to improvement of a device for 
operating a discharge lamp (hereinafter referred to as 
“a discharge lamp operating device” when applicable). 
Heretofore, a large impedance element has been em 

ployed, as a ballast, for operating a discharge lamp. 
This impedence element is usually a coil wound on an 
iron core, and it is relatively heavy in weight, relatively 
large in size and high in cost. 
For overcoming those problems created by the im~ 

pedance element, a method of converting the voltage 
or current of an ac. power source applied to the dis 
charge lamp into a high frequency voltage or current 
thereby to equivalently increase the frequency of the 
power source, has been considered. However, this 
method involves problems such as a great power loss 
due to the iron core and a high cost in manufacturing 
a device for operating a discharge lamp. 
Furthermore, the fundamental circuit for operating a 

discharge lamp is, in general, formed by a discharge 
lamp and an impedance element which are connected 
in series to an ac. power source. In this circuit, it is 
necessary to decrease a supply voltage for the dis 
charge lamp approximately to a lamp voltage, in order 
to operate the discharge lamp with a lower impedance 
value of the impedance element, 
However, with such a supply voltage, the stability of 

the lamp operation for the variation of the supply volt 
age may be decreased, and it is therefore not suitable 
for practical use. Accordingly, usually a high irnped~ 
ance element and a high supply voltage are used. 
These problems have been solved by the present in 

vention with the result that the impedance element can 
be made smaller in size and lighter in weight, as will be 
seen in the detailed description of the specification. 
For convenience of description, the method for solv 

ing the problem will be briefly described. 
Although the conventional supply voltage is used in 

the present invention, the current flow in the discharge 
lamp is limited by current limiting means until a prede 
termined instant (which will be described in detail 
later) in a half cycle of the alternating current thereby 
making its output lower than its rated value and there 
after the function of the current limiting means is sus 
pended or depressed thereby to increase its output, so 
that the rated output is obtained throughout each half 
cycle of the alternating current. As a result, the effec 
tive supply voltage viewed from the discharge lamp is 
lowered and the impedance element can be therefore 
made smaller in size. 
Since the lamp current is limited to a low value by the 

current limiting means until a predetermined instant in 
each half cycle of the alternating current, this invention 
has the following advantages. This lamp current, thus 
limited to the low value, maintains a low current flow 
in the lamp, and therefore the peak voltage of the lamp 
is low, whereby dropout of the lamp can be prevented. 
Furthermore, since the current flowing in the lamp is 
thus slight, the ignition of the lamp can be readily ac 
complished at the predetermined time at which the 
function of the current limiting means is suspended or 
depressed. In addition, since the small current ?owing 
until the predetermined time in each half cycle heats 
the cathode of the discharge lamp, the temperature of 
the lamp is maintained at a temperature suitable for the 
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cathode oxide, and the service life of the cathode is 
therefore extended. 
More speci?cally, for instance, in one example ofthe 

device for operating a discharge lamp in which a low 
impedance coil is employed as the impedance element 
while a high impedance element and a bi-directional 
controlled recti?er are employed as the current control 
means, electric current flows through the high imped 
ance element connected in series with the circuit 
formed by the power source, the discharge lamp and 
the low impedance element until the current control 
point is reached in order to limit the current to a value 
lower than its rated value, and at the predetermined 
time the state of the bi-directional controlled rectifier 
becomes conductive thereby bypassing the high imped~ 
ance element so that a large current flows the circuit. 
However, when the discharge lamp such as a mercury 

discharge lamp which has an equivalent impedance 
changing for the starting period is operated by this 
method, another problem is encountered. In this case, 
the equivalent impedance of the lamp in the starting 
period is lower as the lamp has a low vapor pressure for 
the starting period. When the lamp operation is in a sta 
tionary state, the equivalent impedance is larger as it 
has a high vapor pressure. 

If the current control point is chosen to occur when 
the discharge lamp produces its rated output during the 
starting period, an over-current will flow in the dis 
charge lamp whereby the phenomena as to the equiva 
lent impedance as described above is observed, which 
can damage the discharge lamp or the circuit elements. 
Furthermore, if the discharge lamp requires starting 

pulses or has an irregular discharge in the starting pe 
riod, the operation of the control signal generating 
means or the current limiting means is affected by the 
starting pulses or the irregular discharge. As a result, 
satisfactory operation and stability of the discharge 
lamp will not be achieved. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, a ?rst object of this invention is to pro 
vide a device for operating a discharge lamp which 
comprises means for equivalently lowering a voltage to 
be supplied to the discharge lamp and which is there 
fore small in size, light in weight, simple in handling, 
and high in reliability. 
A second object of the invention is to provide an im 

proved device for operating a discharge lamp which 
can stably operate a discharge lamp which has different 
characteristic between the starting time and the operat 
ing time, or which will require high pulsive voltage at 
the starting time, or which will have an irregular dis 
charge. 
A third object of the invention is to provide an im 

proved device for operating a discharge lamp which 
functions to maintain the discharge lamp output con 
stant despite variation in the characteristics of the dis 
charge lamp, variations in the conditions of its circuit 
elements, and variations in its environmental condi 
tions such as supply voltage. 
A fourth object ofthe invention is to provide a device 

for operating a discharge lamp in which the discharge 
lamp is exchangeable with other discharge lamps and 
which has characteristics that are constant overtime, 
The foregoing objects and other objects of the invent 

tion will become more apparent from the following de~ 
tailed description and the appended claims when read 
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in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in 
which like parts are designated by like numerals. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the accompanying drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram illustrating one example of 

the device for operating a discharge lamp according to 
the invention; 
FIGS. 2(a)-2(c) showing the waveforms of a supply 

voltage, a lamp current and a lamp voltage in the cir 
cuit shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a graph showing the relationship between 

impedance of an impedance element and phase angle 
of a current control timing instant; 
FIGS. 4, 5, 6 and 7 are circuit diagrams of other ex 

amples of the device for operating a discharge lamp ac 
cording to the invention; 

FIG. 8 is a diagram showing the waveform of a lamp 
current in the circuit shown in FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 shows other combinations of discharge lamps 

and impedance elements; 
FIGS. 10(a) and 10(b) show circuits which can be 

connected in place of the discharge lamp and imped 
ance element in FIGS. 1 and 7; 
FIGS. llta), 11(bl, lite) and 11(d) are block dia 

grams illustrating various detecting systems employed 
in the invention; 
FIGS. 12(a), 12(b), 12(c), 12(d), l3 and 14 are cir 

cuit diagrams illustrating devices for operating dis 
charge lamps which are based on a system of detecting 
the voltage, light output, or temperature of the dis 
charge lamp‘, 
FIG. 15 is a circuit diagram illustrating a device for 

operating a discharge lamp in which a system of detect 
ing the voltage, magnetic ?ux, or temperature of an im 
pedance element is employed; 
FIG. 16 is a circuit diagram illustrating a device for 

operating a discharge lamp in which a system of detect 
ing a current ?owing in the discharge lamp is em 
ployed; 
FIG. 17 is a circuit diagram illustrating a device for 

operating a discharge lamp in which a system of detect 
ing the lapse of time is employed; 
FIGS. 18(a), 18(b), 18(c) and 19 illustrate other ex 

amples of the control signal generating means; 
FIG. 20 is a circuit diagram illustrating a typical ex 

ample of the device for operating a discharge lamp in 
which time locking means is provided for stably operat 
ing a discharge lamp which requires starting pulses or 
has an irregular discharge in the starting period; 
FIGS. 21(a), 21(b) and 2I(c) are schematic dia 

grams illustrating time locking means employed in a de 
vice for operating a discharge lamp according to the in 
vention', 
FIG. 22 is a circuit diagram illustrating a device for 

operating a discharge lamp which is provided with time 
locking means and detecting means adapted to detect 
a voltage of the discharge lamp; and 
FIG. 23 is a circuit diagram illustrating another ex 

ample of the control signal generating means which has 
a time locking means formed by transistors, resistors 
and capacitors and serves to have a constant light out 

put characteristic. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Broadly speaking, the invention comprises three 
means: interrupting a voltage or a current, and trans 
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4 
former means for controlling an electric current flow in 
a discharge lamp. 
With reference to FIG. 1, there is shown one example 

of a device for operating a discharge lamp according to 
the invention in which the impedance means is em 
ployed. The circuit for this device comprises: an ac. 
power source I; a line switch 2; a discharge lamp 3; a 
coil 4 employed as an impedance element having a rel 
atively low impedance; current limiting means 5 consti 
tuted by a coil 6 employed as an impedance element 
having relatively high impedance and a bi-directional 
controlled recti?er 7-, and control signal generating 
means 8 constituted by bi-directional switching means 
81, a resistor 83 and a capacitor 82. The current limit_ 
ing means 5 operates to limit current ?owing through 
the discharge lamp 3 and the coil 4. 
The operation of the circuit (FIG. I) is as follows. 

When the line switch 2 is closed the discharge lamp 3 
is operated through the coil 4 and the coil 6 which are 
connected in series. This current can be limited be 
cause the coil 6 is a high impedance device. 
However, as the capacitor 82 is gradually charged 

through the resistor 83, the voltage of the capacitor 82 
increases. 

In this connection, the resistance of the resistor 83 
has been predetermined so that the voltage of the ca 
pacitor reaches the switching voltage of the switching 
element 81 at a predetermined time when the alternat 
ing current is at a predetermined phase in each half cy_ 
cle. Accordingly, at this instant, the capacitor is dis 
charged through the switching element 81 and the con 
trol electrode 7c and second electrode 7a of the bi~ 
directional controlled recti?er 7 thereby producing a 
control signal for the bi-directional rectifier 7. 
By means of this control signal, the ?rst electrode 7b 

and the second electrode 7a of the recti?er 7 are sub 
stantially shorted, whereby the function of the current 
limiting is suspended. Accordingly, the current ?owing 
in the discharge lamp 3 (hereinafter referred to as a 
lamp current when applicable) increases, that is, the 
output of the discharge lamp 3 increases. Thereafter, 
the lamp current decreases with the a.c. voltage, and 
when the lamp current through the bi~directional con 
trolled recti?er 7 has reached about zero, the bi 
directional recti?er 7 is turned off. The half cycle is 
thus completed. 
The operation of the circuit in the next half cycle of 

the alternating current is the same as that described 
above except that the polarity is revered. Thus, the dis 
charge lamp 3 is operated at its rated output through 
out a complete cycle of the alternating current. Since 
the lamp current is limited to a low value by the current 
limiting means until a predetermined instant in each 
half cycle of the alternating current, this invention has 
the following advantages. This lamp current, thus lim» 
ited to the low value, maintains a low current ?ow in 
the lamp, and therefore the peak voltage of the lamp is 
low, whereby dropout of the lamp can be prevented. 
Furthermore, since the current ?owing in the lamp is 
thus slight, the ignition of the lamp can be readily ac~ 
complished at the predetermined time at which the 
function of the current limiting means is suspended or 
depressed. In addition, since the small current ?owing 
until the predetermined time in each half cycle heats 
the cathode of the discharge lamp. the temperature of 
the lamp is maintained at a temperature suitable for the 
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cathode oxide, and the service life of the cathode is 
therefore extended. 

In addition, if the predetermined, current control 
time described above occurs at an earlier instant during 
each half cycle of the alternating current without low 
ering the stabilization of the discharge lamp, the output 
of the discharge lamp will be increased more than the 
rated value thereof. In contrast, if the current control 
timing made to occur at a later instant, the output of 
the discharge lamp will be decreased. Thus the light 
output of the discharge lamp can be adjusted as re 
quired. 

In addition, if the current control point is changed ac 
cording to the variation of the voltage supply, the varia 
tion with time of the circuit elements, and the variation 
of environmental conditions, the output of the dis 
charge lamp may be maintained constant, that is, it is 
possible to give a constant power characteristic to the 
discharge lamp. 
The waveforms obtained by plotting the voltage sup 

ply, the voltage of the discharge lamp (hereinafter re 
ferred to as a lamp voltage when applicable) and the 
lamp current respectively against time (t) are shown in 
FIG. 2, in which the current control time is represented 
by reference symbols T1 and T2. 

In the circuit described above, since the inductance 
of the coil 4 is lower than that of a conventional ballast, 
the number of turns of the coil 4 is relatively small and 
the iron core of the coil 4 is also small. Therefore, the 
coil 4 is very small and is accordingly light in weight. 

In addition, the inductance of the coil 6 is relatively 
high, but the current capacity thereof can be small. 
Therefore, although the number of turns of the coil 6 
is great, a wire small in diameter and an a small iron 
core may be used for constructing the coil 6. Accord 
ingly, the coil 6 can be also made small in size and light 
in weight. It is apparent that the other components of 
the device are small. Especially, the resistor and the ca 
pacitor can be small in current capacity since they are 
to be used in the control circuit. 

In FIG. 1, the input terminal C of the resistor 83 may 
be connected to the power source side of the discharge 
lamp 3 or to the coil 4, so that the above-described con 
trol signal generating means is not affected by the oper 
ating conditions of the discharge lamp 3. Furthermore, 
it is possible to provide a load equivalent to the dis 
charge lamp 3, for instance, a transformer in place of 
the discharge lamp 3 in FIG. 1 in such a manner that 
the primary winding of the transformer is connected 
between the power source 1 and the coil 4 and the sec 
ondary winding thereof is connected to the discharge 
lamp 3. Furthermore, each of the coils in FIG. I may 
be a complex circuit consisting of a coil and a capaci 
tor. These modifications may be applied to other exam 
ples, described hereinafter, of the dvices for operating 
discharge lamps according to the invention. 

In addition, in FIG. 1, the input terminal A of the bi 
directional controlled recti?er 7 may be connected to 
an intermediate point B of the coil 6. In the circuit thus 
modi?ed, even when the bi-directional controlled recti 
tier 7 becomes conductive, the effect of the coil 6 con 
tinues so that the coil 6 takes a part of the action of the 
coil 4. Similarly, the input terminal A of the coil 6 may 
be connected to an intermediate point D of the coil 4, 
so that the coil 4 takes a part of‘the action of the coil 
6. 
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6 
In the above-described example, the current ?owing 

through the discharge lamp is limited, by the high im 
pedance element 6, to a value smaller than the rated 
current until the predetermined time in each half cycle 
of the alternating current at which the current control 
point is reached, thereby maintaining a supply of ions 
in the discharge lamp. Accordingly, the current of the 
discharge lamp can be readily increased without appli 
cation of a high voltage such as a pulse voltage, that is, 
without changing the supply voltage at the predeter 
mined instant, thereby to stably operate the discharge 
lamp. 
The predetermined current control point, that is, an 

instant (in ac. phase angle) when the alternation of the 
impedance elements is caused by the control signal 
generating means in the circuit should be determined 
by taking into consideration the following description. 

In the case where the current control point is ad 
vanced to zero in phase angle in a half cycle of the al 
ternating current, no current limitation is caused. This 
is the same as in the conventional ballast, in order to 
stably operate the discharge lamp at its rated output, 
the impedance element must be high in impedance. 

In contrast, if the current control point is delayed 
from the zero, an effective supply voltage viewed from 
the discharge lamp is reduced as was described before. 
Therefore, in order to obtain the rated output of the 
discharge lamp, the impedance element must have a 
low impedance. The relationship between the imped 
ance of the impedance element and the phase angle is 
shown in FIG. 3. 

In general, the waveform of an alternating current in 
an approximately half cycle after the current control 
point has occurred is approximately equal to a sine 
waveform, and its equivalent frequency increases with 
the delay of the current control function. For instance, 
if the phase angle at the instant current control occurs 
is 90'’, the equivalent frequency is approximately twice 
the frequency of the power source. The phase angle at 
the instant current control occurs, in general, between 
50° and 100°, for the purpose of achieving the objects 
of this invention. Accordingly, if a coil is used as the 
impedance element as shown in FIG. 1, the inductance 
of the coil is reduced by the effect of such an equivalent 
frequency as described above. In conclusion, with the 
delay of the current control point the coil can be made 
small in size, that is, the discharge lamp operating de 
vice can be made smaller in size and lighter in weight, 
but the power factor of the device becomes lower. 
Therefore, in determining the instant current control 
the effect of this power factor should be taken into con 
sideration. 
FIG. 4 is a second example of the device for operat 

ing a discharge lamp according to the invention, in 
which impedance is utilized as the current limiting 
means. 

In the circuit shown in FIG. 4 the coil 6 is connected 
in parallel through the controlled rectifier 7 to the coil 
4. In this circuit, only the coil 6 operates until the oc 
currence of the current control operation in the A.C. 
cycle, and then the state of the controlled rectifier 7 be 
comes conductive, as a result of which coils 4 and 6 are 
electrically directly connected in parallel to each other. 
The current limiting function of the current limiting 
means 5 is reduced by this operation. More speci?cally, 
since the inductance of the coil 4 is much lower than 
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that of the coil 6, most of the current of the discharge 
lamp 3 will flow through the coil 4. 

In this example, it should be noted that a part of the 
current of the discharge lamp 3 flows in the coil 6. 
Therefore, the current capacity of the coil 4 may be 
smaller than that of the coil 4 of FIG. I, that is, the di 
ameter of the wire of the coil 4 of FIG. 4 may be 
smaller than that of the coil 4 of FIG. 1. Accordingly, 
the former coil 4 (FIG. 4) is smaller than the latter coil 
4 (FIG. I). The other operation of the circuit is the 
same as in the circuit of FIG. 1. A transient voltage ap 
plied to the bi-directional controlled rectifier 7 is mod 
erated by the coil 4, as a result of which the bi 
directional controlled recti?er is prevented from erro> 
neously becoming cocnductive by the transient voltage. 
Accordingly, the discharge lamp operating device is 
improved in reliability, and the operation of the dis 
charge lamp is also improved in stability. 

In this example (FIG. 4) also, the input terminal F of 
the coil 4 may be connected to the intermediate point 
B of the coil 6, or the input terminal E of the coil 6 may 
be connected to the intermediate point D of the coil 4. 
The circuit described above was actually embodied 

with the following data: 
Discharge lamp . . . a 400-watt mercury-arc lamp, 

Supply voltage . . . 200 V, 

Current control timing instant (in phase angle) . . . 
approximately 90° 

Coil 4 

Inductance . . . l0 mH 

Current capacity . . . 4 A 

Si2:e...7><6><4cm3 
Weight . . . 640 g 

Coil 6 

Inductance . . . 800 mI-I 

Current capacity . . . 0.4 A 

Weight . . . 630 g 

From a comparison of the above data with the follow 
ing data of an impedance element, namely, a coil of the 
conventional ballast used with a similar discharge lamp, 
it is clear that the coil of the conventional ballast is 
about 4 times as large and about 3.5 times as heavy as 
the device of the invention. Therefore, it can be under 
stood how small and light the device of the invention 
is. 

Conventional Ballast 

Inductance . . . 95 mI-I 

Size... lSX ll ><9cm3 
Weight . . . 4,400 g 

Furthermore, in conventional constant power type 
ballasts, for instance, a conventional ballast for 400 
watts is approximately I L500 g in weight. This weight 
can be reduced to about one-ninth thereof and the ef» 
fect of a device with such a conventional ballast can be 
increased if the present invention is applied thereto, be 
cause according to the invention the constant power 
characteristic of the discharge lamp as was described 
above can be obtained and since the number of the 
component parts to be added thereto is small, the 
weight and volume of the device will hardly increase. 
Another example of a device for operating a dis» 

charge lamp according to the invention, shown in FIG. 
5, is the same as the second example shown in FIG. 4 
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8 
except that the coils 4 and 6 are wound on the same 
iron core. 

In this example (FIG. 5), since these coils 4 and 6 are 
wound on the same iron core, the directions of the cur 
rents flowing in the coils 4 and 6 are opposite to each 
other, and therefore the iron core will be little satu‘ 
rated. Accordingly, the sectional area of the iron core 
may be smaller than otherwise required. Consequently, 
the coil assembly 4 and 6 and accordingly the device 
can be made smaller in size and lighter in weight than 
those shown in FIG. 4. 
With reference now to FIG. 6, there is shown a fourth 

example of a device for operating a discharge lamp ac 
cording to the invention; reducing the supply voltage 
for the discharge lamp, thereby limiting a current flow 
in the discharge lamp. 

In this example, the voltage applied to the discharge 
lamp 3 is lowered to below the rated value of the lamp 
by means of a transformer and a bi-directional con 
trolled recti?er 7 until the current control point, previ 
ously described, in a half period of the alternating cur 
rent, and thereafter the bi-directional controlled recti 
tier 7 becomes conductive to operate the discharge 
lamp at its rated output. 
This example (FIG. 6) can be effectively applied es 

pecially to the case where, for instance, a ZOO-V rating 
discharge lamp with a step-up transformer is used with 
a lOO-V conventional power source. 

The circuit shown in FIG. 6 comprises the control 
signal generating means 8, the line switch 2, the bi 
directional controlled rectifier 7, the discharge lamp 3, 
the impedance element 4 and the ac. power source 1 
all of which were described previously, and further 
comprises windings 18a and 18b of transformer 18. 
The operation of the circuit shown in FIG. 6 is as fol 

lows. In each half cycle of the alternating current ap 
pearing at the upper terminal of the power source 1, 
the ac. voltage is divided by the primary winding 18b 
and the bi-directional controlled rectifier 7. Since the 
impedance of the bi-directional controlled recti?er 7 is 
much higher than that of the primary winding 18!), 
most of the ac. voltage is applied to the bidirectional 
controlled recti?er 7. Therefore, the secondary wind— 
ing 18a of the transformer is operated as a series im 
pedance of the discharge lamp. Accordingly, the cur 
rent 3 flows through the secondary winding 18a of the 
transformer and the impedance element 4, thus operat~ 
ing the discharge lamp 3. 

In this case, the voltage applied to the discharge lamp 
3 is below its rated voltage. Therefore, the current 
flowing in the discharge lamp 3 is limited by this low 
voltage supply and by the series conduit of the secon 
dary winding 18a and the impedance element 4. At the 
current control point in the ac cycle, the bi' 
directional controlled rectifier 7 becomes conductive 
due to a control signal produced by the control signal 
generating means 8 as was described previously, as a 
result of which almost all of the supply voitage is now 
applied to the primary winding 18b, and at the same 
time, a voltage higher than the supply voltage is in 
duced between the terminals G and H of the coil assem 
bly 18a and 18b owing to electromagnetic induction. 
The step up voltage thus induced is applied to the dis 
charge lamp 3, thereby increasing the output of the dis 
charge lamp. This condition will be maintained till the 
termination of the ac. half cycle. 
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The operation of the device in the next a.c. half cycle 
is the same as in the case described above except that 
the polarity is reversed. Thus, the discharge lamp 3 is 
operated at its rated output throughout one cycle of the 
alternate current. 

In this example, since the current ?owing in the dis 
charge lamp 3 is limited until the current control point 
of the a.c. cycle, the primary winding 18b can be small 
on the basis of the equivalent frequency described be 
fore, and the device can be therefore made small in size 
and light in weight. 
Depending upon the kinds of discharge lamps used. 

it is possible to connect the impedance element in par 
allel to the bi-directional rectifier 7 so that the voltage 
applied to the winding 18b can be increased to a certain 
degree even before the current control point occurs. In 
this case, since a voltage obtained by electromagnetic 
induction is added to the voltage supply, it follows that 
the voltage applied to the discharge lamp will increase. 
Furthermore, if the magnetic coupling of the wind 

ings 18a and 18b is loosened to form a leakage trans 
former, the winding 18a can serve as the impedance el 
ement 4. 

FIG. 7 shows a further example ofa device for oper 
ating a discharge lamp according to the invention by 
employing the method of interrupting a voltage or a 
current. 
The operation of this device is as follows. In each half 

cycle of the alternating current, when the line switch 2 
is closed, a capacitor 15 is charged through a discharge 
lamp 3, a coil 4, and a resistor 14. When the voltage of 
the capacitor 15 reaches the switching voltage of a bi 
directional switching element 51, the capacitor 15 is 
discharged through the switching element 51, thus pro 
ducing a discharge current. This discharge current 
flows to the control electrode of a bi-directional con 
trol recti?er 7 thereby making the latter conductive. 
At the same time, the the capacitor 13 which has 

been charged through the discharge lamp 3 and the 
coils 4 and 12, is discharged through the bi-directional 
controlled recti?er 7 and coil 2 thereby to oppositely 
charge the capacitor 13. Then the electric charge in the 
capacitor 13 is transferred in a reverse direction 
through the bi-directional controlled recti?er 7 again 
owing to a commutating circuit consisting of the coil 12 
and the capacitor 13. In this case, the direction of the 
current flowing through the bi-directional controlled 
rectifier 7 and caused by the transfer of the electric 
charge is opposite to the direction of the discharge 
lamp current through the bi-directional controlled rec 
ti?er 7. Therefore, when the current through the bi 
directional controlled rectifier 7 has become approxi 
mately zero, bi-directional controlled recti?er 7 is 
turned off. That is, the bi-directional controlled recti 
tier 7 resumes its nonconductive state. Then, the volt 
age of the capacitor I5 again rises. 
Thus, the conductive state and nonconductive state 

of the controlled rectifier 7 are repeated, as a result of 
which the current ?owing in the discharge lamp is in 
terrupted as shown in the ?rst half of each half cycle of 
the alternate current in FIG. 8. 
At the current control point in the a.c. cycle de 

scribed above, the control signal generating means 8 
operates in the same manner as described above, 
thereby to feed a control signal through a resistor I1 
and a small bi-directional controlled recti?er 821 hav 
ing small capacity to the control electrode of the bi 
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directional controlled recti?er 7, as a result of which 
the bi-directional controlled rectifier 7 becomes con 
ductive. This conductive state of the circuit is main 
tained until the current of the bi-directional controlled 
recti?er 7 becomes approximately zero. There ore, 
during this period, the function of the current limiting 
means 5a is suspended, that is, the current limiting 
means 5a operate as conductive means only. 
Since the a.c. voltage or current is thus interrupted, 

forming a high frequency until the current control 
point therein is reached, even if the current ?owing 
through the discharge lamp becomes an over-current 
because of the small inductance of the coil 4, it will be 
prevented because the bi-directional controlled recti 
tier 7 becomes immediately nonconductive. Then, at 
the current control point is reached, this current limita~ 
tion is suspended to increase the output of the dis 
charge lamp. Thus, the discharge lamp can be operated 
at its rated output for a full cycle of the alternating cur 
rent. 
This control signal generating means 8 (in FIG. 7) is 

applicable to a device for operating a discharge lamp 
in which another type of a.c. interrupting circuit with 
a bi-directional controlled recti?er is employed. 

In the example shown in FIG. 7, if a series circuit 
consisting of a resistor and a capacitor is connected in 
parallel with the bi-directional controlled recti?er, the 
bi-directional controlled recti?er may be operated 
under suitable conditions. Furthermore, if a reactor is 
connected in series with the bi~directional controlled 
rectifier 7, stable operation of the bi-directional con 
trolled recti?er 7 may be achieved. 

In all of the examples described above, a bi 
directional switching element, controlled rectifiers 
connected in parallel with and in opposition to each 
other, a saturable reactor or the like can be used in 
place of the bi-directional controlled recti?er 7 or 821, 
if these elements are equivalent in performance to the 
recti?er 7 or 821. 

In these examples described above, instead of one se 
ries circuit consisting of the discharge lamp 3 and the 
impedance element 4, a parallel circuit consisting of a 
plurality of circuits in which discharge lamps 3a, 3b, 3c, 
etc. and impedance elements 4a, 4b, 4c, etc. are con 
nected in series respectively, can be connected as 
shown in FIG. 9. 

In addition, in the circuits shown in FIGS. 1 and 7, 
the series circuit of the discharge lamp 3 and the im 
pedance element 4 can be replaced by a circuit com 
prising a transformer 19, a discharge lamp 3 and an im 
pedance element 4 as shown in FIG. [0(a) or by a cir 
cuit comprising a leakage transformer 20 and a dis 
charge lamp 3 as shown in FIG. 10(b). 
Furthermore, the discharge lamp 3 shown in FIG. 4 

or 5 can be replaced by a circuit shown in FIGS. 9, 
l0(a) or 10(b). 
As is apparent from the above descriptions, in oper 

ating the discharge lamp by alternating current accord’ 
ing to the invention, the output of the discharge lamp 
is limited to less than its rated value by the current lim 
iting means until the current control point of a half 
cycle of the alternating current, and therefore the func 
tion of the current limiting means is suspended or de~ 
pressed to increase the output of the discharge lamp 
and the rated output thereof can be thus obtained for 
each cycle of the alternating current. Accordingly, the 
effect whereby the effective supply voltage (viewed 
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from the discharge lamp) is lowered to shorten the pe 
riod of time during which the discharge lamp produces 
its output. is utilized so that the value of the impedance 
element can be reduced while the rated output is pro 
duced from the discharge lamn. 
Unlike the case where the supply voltage is merely 

reduced. the supply voltage for operating the discharge 
lamp again is the same as that in the case where the 
conventional ballast is employed. Therefore, the device 
for operating a discharge lamp according to the inven 
tion is lighter in size. smaller in size. stable against the 
supply voltage variation. inexpensive and highly stable. 
However. in this invention. if the predetermined cur 

rent control timing instant in each of the half cycles is 
selected so that the rated current is obtained from the 
beginning of operation of the lamp. discharge lamps 
such as mercury are lamps whose impedance become 
low during the starting period will suffer from the fol 
lowing disadvantage. That is. in this case, the lamp cur 
rent becomes several times as large as the rated cur 
rent. As a result. the discharge lamp may be damaged, 
or the circuit elements may be burned, that is, the ser' 
vice life of the dischar * lamp may be rendered short. 
This disadvantage is U\ ercome by this invention. 
Described below ar >veral examples of the device 

for operating a discharge lamp in which the current 
control point is changed according to variations in the 
characteristics of a discharge lamp, variations in the 
physical quantities of circuit elements, or the lapse of 
time after closing of a line switch whereby any type of 
discharge lamp can be stably operated. 
For providing. the device as described above. there 

are considered several systems such as illustrated in 
FIG. 111121), (b), (c) and (d). FIG. ll(a) is a block dia 
gram illustrating a first system in which variations of 
the voltage. light output and temperature ofa discharge 
lamp are detected, and the variations thus detected are 
converted into electrical resistances which will be ap 
plied to control signal generating means. FIG. ll(b) is 
a block diagram showing a second system in which vari_ 
ations of the voltage. magnetic flux. and temperature of 
an impedance element are detected. FIG. ll(c) is a 
block diagram showing a third system in which a cur 
rent ?owing through a discharge lamp is detected. FIG. 
ll(dl shows a fourth system in which the time after 
closing of a line switch is detected. 
A circuit shown in FIG. [2(a) is constructed in ac 

cordance with the first system (FIG. 1l(a)) and com~ 
prises an ac power source 1, a line switch 2, a dis 
charge lamp 3. an impedance element 4 having rela 
tively low value and current limiting means 5 compris 
ing a bi-directional controlled recti?er 7 and an imped 
ance element 6 having a relatively high impedance. 
The circuit further comprises control signal generat 

ing means 8 which includes a bidirectional switching 
element 81. a capacitor 82, photosensitive means 83 
such as a photosensitive resistance. photo cell, or a 
photo diode. and resistors 84 and 85, and detecting 
means 9 which has a resistor 92 and light emitting 
means 91 such as an incandescent lamp. a glow lamp. 
an electroluminescent lamp. or a photo emitting diode. 
The operation of this circuit is as follows: when the 

line switch 2 is closed. a current ?owing in the dis— 
charge lamp 3 is limited by the impedance element 6, 
that is. this current is smaller than its rated value. On 
the other hand. the capacitor 82 in the control signal 
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generating means 8 is gradually charged through the 
resistor 85, thus increasing its voltage. 

In the starting period. the equivalent impedance of 
the discharge lamp 3 is low and the voltage across the 
discharge lamp is also low. Therefore. the light output 
of the light emitting means 91 in the time locking 
means 9 is small, and the resistance of the photosensi 
tive means 83 is therefore very high. Consequently, this 
circuit 83 is negligible for the charging of the capacitor 
82. 
When the voltage of the capacitor 82 reaches the 

switching voltage of the switching element 81, it will 
quickly become conductive. Therefore, the capacitor 
82 is discharged through the element 81 thereby form 
ing a trigger control signal for the bi-directional con 
trolled rectifier 7. As a result. the bi-directional recti 
?er 7 is substantially shorted, that is, the impedance el 
ement 6 is shorted thereby to suspend the function of 
the current limiting means 5. Therefore, only the low 
impedance element 4 is left as an impedance element 
in the circuit, as a result of which the current ?owing 
in the discharge lamp 3 is increased to operate the dis 
charge lamp 3. 

In this connection. the current control point instant 
in a half of the alternate current. at which the current 
limiting function of the impedance element 6 is sus 
pended, is determined by the resistance of the photo» 
sensitive means 83 in the starting period. For instance, 
the current control point is determined so that the cur 
rent ?owing in the discharge lamp in the starting period 
is of the order of ISO to 200 percent of the rated cur 
rent. 

Then, when the current flowing through the bi~ 
directional controlled rectifier 7 becomes about zero. 
the bi-directional controlled rectifier 7 is changed to its 
nonconductive state, and the circuit is restored to its 
initial conditions. 
The operation of the circuit in the next half cycle is 

the same as in the case described above except that the 
polarity is reversed. 
Soon, the vapor pressure, equivalent impedance, and 

voltage of the discharge lamp increase. At this time, if 
the current control point were kept unchanged. the 
lamp current would decrease. However. upon an in 
crease of the voltage of the discharge lamp. the light 
output of the light emitting means 91 in the detecting 
means 9 increases, and therefore the resistance of the 
photosensitive resistance element decreases. As a re 
sult. the voltage of the capacitor 82 increases more 
quickly. Therefore. the instant at which the bi 
directional controlled rectifier 7 is changed to its con» 
ductive state occurs earlier. that is. the current control 
point of the ac. cycle when the current limiting func 
tion caused by the impedance element 6 is suspended. 
occurs earlier. thereby preventing the decrease. de 
scribed above. of the lamp current. Thereafter. the 
lamp current is gradually and stably reduced to the 
rated value. 
As the light output of the discharge lamp 3 reaches 

its rated value. the resistance of the photosensitive 
means 83 becomes very low. However. if each con» 
cerncd constant is determined so that the current con 

trol timing point is such that the rated output is ob— 
tained by the resistor 84 connected in series with the 
photosensitive means 83, the lamp current will stably 
become its rated value, that is. the discharge lamp 3 
will be operated at its rated conditions. 
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Thus, according to the invention, in the device for 
operating a discharge lamp in which a current ?ow in 
the discharge lamp is limited until a current control 
timing point is reached and the low impedance element 
is employed as a stabilizing impedance element to 
make the device smaller in size and lighter in weight, 
even if the discharge lamp is such that the equivalent 
impedance and lamp voltage thereof in the starting pe 
riod is different from those at the time when the rated 
light output is emitted from the discharge lamp, it can 
be stably operated by changing the current control tim 
ing point through detection of the conditions of the 
lamp in the starting period. 

In the circuit shown in FIG. 12(a), a terminal A, on 
the power source side, of the control signal generating 
means 8 may be connected to a point B where the dis 
charge lamp 3 and the light emitting means 91 are con 
nected together, or to a point C between the small im 
pedance element 4 and the bi-directional controlled 
rectifier 7. In these cases, the supply voltage for the 
control signal generating means 8 corresponds to the 
variation in the characteristics of the discharge lamp, 
and therefore the starting operation of the discharge 
lamp 3 can be made stabler. 
This can be applied to other examples which will be 

brie?y described with reference to FIGS. 12(b), 12(c) 
and 12(d). In these examples, means for improving the 
starting characteristic of the discharge lamp are the 
same as those in FIG. 12(a). 
A device for operating a discharge lamp shown in 

FIG. 12(b) is also based on the system of switching the 
impedance elements. The impedance elements 4 and 6 
are in series with the discharge lamp 3 until the current 
control point is reached, that is, the current is limited 
by the high impedance element 6, and at the time the 
current control point is reached the bi-directional con 
trolled recti?er 7 is changed to its conductive state to 
increase the current ?ow in the discharge lamp. 
A circuit shown in FIG. 12(c) employs a system for 

interrupting a current ?owing in a discharge lamp. In 
this circuit, a current interrupting circuit 50 consisting 
of a bi-directional controlled rectifier 7, capacitors 15 
and 13, a resistor I4, a bi-directional switching element 
51, and a coil 12 operates to interrupt the current flow 
ing in the discharge lamp 3 so as to change it into a high 
frequency current thereby to limit the current until the 
time a current control point is reached in the half pe 
riod of alternate current. At the current control point 
the controlled recti?er 7 is changed to its state, and this 
condition of the bi-directional rectifier 7 is maintained 
until the end of the half cycle. 
A circuit shown in FIG. 12(d) employs the system for 

reducing a supply voltage. In this circuit, as the bi 
directional controlled recti?er 7 is maintained non 
conductive until the current control point, if the volt 
age supply is lower than the rated voltage of a discharge 
lamp 3, no primary current will ?ow in a transformer 
I6, that is, the voltage supply will not be increased. Ac 
cordingly, a low voltage is applied to an impedance ele 
ment 4 and the discharge lamp 3, thus limiting the cur 
rent ?ow in the discharge lamp 3. 
At the time the current control point is reached, the 

bi-directional controlled recti?er 7 is changed to its 
conductive state, as a result of which the primary cur 
rent flows in the transformer 16, the supply voltage in 
creases, and the current ?ow in the discharge lamp 3 
increases. 
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14 
In the circuits described above, the discharge lamp 

may be replaced by an equivalent load such as the pri 
mary side of a transformer with its secondary side being 
connected to the discharge lamp. 
The circuit shown in FIG. l2(a) can be modified as 

illustrated in FIG. 13. In this modi?ed circuit, the phase 
of a voltage across a capacitor 86 lags behind that of a 
voltage supply owing to the capacitor 86 and resistor 
85, while a capacitor 82 is charged through a resistor 
87. Therefore, the operation of a bi-directional switch 
ing element 81 is stable even in the case where the cur 
rent control timing instant is delayed (in phase) in the 
starting period. 
FIG. 14 illustrates a modi?cation of the circuit shown 

in FIG. 13. In this modi?cation, instability in the start 
ing operation of the discharge lamp, which may be 
caused by the variation of a voltage supply, is sup 
pressed by means of Zenor diodes 88 which are con 
nected in series and back-to-back. 
FIG. 15 illustrates one example of a device for oper 

ating a discharge lamp in which a voltage across an im 
pedance element is detected according to the inven 
tion. In this example, in the starting period, a lamp cur 
rent is large, and the light output of a light emitting 
means is therefore great, that is, the resistance of pho 
tosensitive means 83 is low. Therefore, the resistance 
of a circuit formed by the photosensitive means 83 and 
a resistor 84 can be determined substantially by the re 
sistance of the resistor 84. Accordingly, a part of the 
current ?owing through a resistor 85 to a capacitor 82 
will flow to the circuit consisting of the photosensitive 
means 83 and the resistor 84. 
As a result, the instance at which the voltage of the 

capacitor 82 reaches the switching voltage of a bi 
directional switching element 81 will be delayed, that 
is, the switching instant of the switching element 81 or 
the current control point described above will be de~ 
layed (in phase) by a half cycle of the alternating cur 
rent. 
As the voltage of the discharge lamp 3 increases, the 

voltage of the impedance element 4 decreases. Accord 
ingly, the resistance of the photosensitive means 83 in 
creases, that is, the part of the current described above 
decreases. Therefore, the voltage of the capacitor 82 
will reach the switching voltage of the switching ele 
ment 81 earlier. ‘ 
Soon, the light output of the discharge lamp 3 

reaches its rated value, and the discharge lamp 3 is op 
erated at its rated output at the current control point. 
This example is provided according to the system de 
scribed with reference to FIG. 11(b). 
Shown in FIG. 16 is a circuit provided in accordance 

with the system describe with reference to FIG. 11(0). 
In this circuit, a current ?owing through a discharge 
lamp 3 is converted into a voltage across a resistor 93. 
The operation of this circuit is the same as that of the 
circuit of FIG. 15. 

FIG. 17 shows one example of a device for operating 
a discharge lamp in which the current control point is 
changed as a function of the time passing after the 
starting time of the discharge lamp. This example is 
provided on the basis of the system described with ref 
erence to FIG. 11(d). However, it has an additional ef 
fect, which will become more apparent later, in that the 
starting of the function of control signal generating 
means is delayed. 
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The circuit comprises a resistor 94 for heating a ther 
mistor 83a whose resistance is very high at room tem 
perature, and a variable resistor 95 which is used to 
control a current ?owing through the resistor 94 
thereby to adjust a temperature rise thereof. 

In this circuit. when a line switch 2 is closed, the dis 
charge lamp 3 starts to discharge, and at the same time, 
a current flows in the heater 94 thereby to heat the lat 
ter. Since the resistance of the thermistor 83a is very 
high at room temperature, a current for charging the 
capacitor 82 ?ows through resistors 84 and 85. There 
fore, the current control timing instant will occur at a 
relatively late point in a half cycle of the alternate cur 
rent. 

With the lapse of time, the temperature of the ther 
mistor 83a is raised by the heating operation of the re 
sistor 94, that is, the resistance of the thermistor is de 
creased. Therefore, the charging speed of the capacitor 
82 gradually increases. Therefore, the current control 
point is advanced in each half cycle of the alternating 
current, and soon the discharge lamp 3 will be operated 
at its rated output. At this time, the resistance of the 
thermistor 83a is low and the charging speed of the ca 
pacitor 82 is therefore determined substantially by the 
resistance of the resistor 85. Therefore, the values of 
the capacitor 82 and the resistor 85 should be deter 
mined so that the current control point lies in the range 
such that the discharge lamp is operated at its rated 
output. 

In this connection, it is possible to use other elements 
whose characteristics are changed with time, in place 
of the indirectly heated thermistor described above. 
FIGS. 18(a), 18(b) and 18(c) show other examples 

of the control signal generating means. 
In the examples illustrated in FIGS. 12(a) through 

17, the resistance 83 or 830 is changed with the varia 
tions of the voltage, current, output and temperature of 
the discharge lamp, and with the variations of the volt 
age, magnetic ?ux and temperature of the impedance 
element, until the discharge lamp is operated at its 
rated output from the starting time. 

If described with reference to FIG. 18(a), these vari 
ations are considered the same as those obtained by 
varying the resistance of a resistor R1 or the resistance 
of a resistor R4 connected parallel to a capacitor C1. 
In the circuit of FIG. 18(a), even if the resistance R1 
or R4 is linearly varied, the variation of the time at 
which the control signal is generated from the control 
signal generating means is not linear, that is, this time 
is not varied until a certain value of the resistance is 
reached, and thereafter is abruptly varied. Therefore, 
the unstable operating conditions of the device are 
sometimes observed till the rated light output of the 
discharge lamp is obtained. 

In the examples shown in FIGS. 18(a), 18(b) and 
l8(c), the resistance of the resistor R1 or R4 is ?xed, 
while the resistance of a resistor R2 or R3 is varied by 
sensing variations in the characteristic of the discharge 
lamp or circuit so as to substantially linearly change the 
current control point described above. This is a so 
called pedestal control. and the current control point 
can be stably changed in a wide range. 
FIG. 18(a) illustrates an example in which alternat 

ing current subjected to full-wave rectification is ap 
plied to a uni-junction transistor (UJT), FIG. 18(b) il 
lustrates an example which employs a silicon controlled 
switch (SCS), and FIG. 18(c) illustrates an example in 
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which alternating current is applied to a bi-directional 
switching element. 
Shown in FIG. 19 is a further example of the control 

signal generating means which controls the output of 
the discharge lamp such that it is constant. In this ex 
ample, a voltage proportional to the supply voltage is 
added through a resistor R7 and a capacitor C2 to the 
constant voltage obtained by a Zenor diode D, and the 
voltage obtained by this addition is used as the base 
voltage of a unijunction transistor UJT. 
When the supply voltage increases, the peak voltage 

of the uni-junction transistor UJT increases also. As a 
result, the current control point occurs late thereby to 
suppress or prevent the increase of the lamp current. In 
contrast, when the supply voltage decreases, the peak 
point voltage of the unijunction transistor UJT de 
creases also. As a result, the current control point oc 
curs early thereby to prevent the decrease of the lamp 
current. 

Thus, it is possible to make the light output of the dis 
charge lamp constant, regardless of the variation of the 
voltage supply, by properly determining the values of 
the resistor R7 and the capacitor C2. 
Thus, by the additional provision of means which op 

erates to change the current control point in the ac. 
waveform according to variation in the characteristics 
of the discharge lamp in its starting period, resulting 
variation of the physical quantities, such as current and 
voltage, of the circuit elements, or the lapse of time 
after the starting time, a device for operating a dis 
charge lamp which can stably operate any discharge 
lamp, can be obtained. 

Hereinafter, several examples of the device for oper 
ating a discharge lamp according to the invention, in 
which the discharge lamp requires starting pulses or has 
an irregular discharge will be described. 
Shown in FIG. 20 is one example ofa device for oper» 

ating a discharge lamp according to the invention 
which comprises: an alternating current power source 
1; a line switch 2; a discharge lamp 3; an impedance el 
ement 4 having a relatively low impedance; current 
limiting means 5 constituted by an impedance element 
6 having a relatively high impedance and a bi 
directional controlled rectifier 7; control signal gener 
ating means 8 comprising a bi-directional switching ele 
ment 81, a capacitor 82 and a resistor 83; time locking 
means 9 having a coil 91a and its contact means 920. 
The operation of this circuit is as follows. Upon clos 

ing of the line switch 2, the discharge lamp 3 is oper 
ated, but its current is limited by the high impedance 
element 6 to a value lower than its rated current. 

In general, discharge lamps are liable to have irregu_ 
lar discharge characteristics in the starting period. For 
instance, some discharge lamps will have an irregular 
discharge for a period of several cycles of an alternat 
ing current applied thereto after being switched on, and 
some discharge lamps. for several tens of seconds. The 
cause for this irregular discharge cannot be simply de 
termined, because various factors such as lamp current. 
ambient temperature and lapse of time, can be consid 
cred for the irregular discharge. 
Therefore, if the time locking means 9 is set so as to 

close its contact 91 after the irregular discharge is over 
and the discharge lamp has been stably operated, upon 
termination of the irregular discharge a terminal a of 
the control signal generating means 8 is connected to 
a terminal A of the power source I. 
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During each half cycle of the alternating current, 
since the terminal a is thus connected to the power 
source 1, the capacitor 82 of the control signal generat» 
ing means 8 is gradually charged through the resistor 
83. 

In this case, if the resistance of the resistor 83 is de' 
termined in advance so that the voltage of the capacitor 
82 reaches the switching voltage of the bi-directionai 
switching element 81 at a current control point during 
a half cycle of the alternating current, at the time the 
predetermined current control point is reached the bi 
directional switching element 81 becomes conductive 
and the capacitor 82 is therefore discharged through 
the switching element 81 thereby to produce a control 
signal for the bi-directional controlled recti?er 7. 
The bi-directional controlled rectifier 7 becomes 

substantially conductive by the control signal thus pro 
duced, that is, the high impedance element 6 is short 
circuited by a circuit formed by the bi-directional con 
trolled rectifier 7 and the low impedance element 4. In 
this case, since the only impedance element left active 
in the circuit is the low impedance element 4, the cur 
rent ?owing in the discharge lamp 3 increases, that is, 
the output thereof increases. 
Thereafter, the lamp current decreases with the volt 

age ofthe alternating current, and the half cycle of the 
alternating current waveform terminates. 
During the next half cycle, the operation of the cir 

cuit is carried out in the same manner as described 
above except that the polarity is reversed. 
Accordingly, the discharge lamp 3 can be operated 

at its rated output for a full cycle of the alternating cur 
rent. 
As is apparent from the above description, in order 

to prevent the incorrect operation of various means in 
the circuit which are found when a discharge lamp 
which requires pulses for starting discharge after 
switched being on is operated on when the operation of 
current limiting means such as a bi-directional con 
trolled recti?er is made unstable by the irregular dis_ 
charge of the discharge lamp, the control signal gener 
ating means is actuated by the time locking means after 
a given time thereby to suspend or depress the function 
of the current limiting means at the instant the current 
control point is reached during every half cycle of the 
ac. input for a given time until the discharge lamp be 
ings to operate in a stable manner. As a result, the oper~ 
ation of the discharge lamp can be carried out more 
stably. 

In the circuit shown in FIG. 20, the contact means 
92a of the time locking means 9 may be provided at a 
point b or c‘ of the control signal generating means 8, 
or may be inserted in series with the bi-directional con 
trolled rectifier 7. 

In addition, if the contact means of the time locking 
means 9 is such that it will open by the operation of the 
time delay relay for the time locking means, the contact 
may be connected between the points b and c of the 
control signal generating means 8. 
Instead of the time delay relay for the time locking 

means an element such as a bimetal, transistor, bi 
directional controlled rectifier or a circuit comprising 
resistors, capacitors and semiconductors which is 
equivalent in effect to the time delay relay, may be em 
ployed. 
The contact means 92a of the time locking means 9 

may be connected between the terminal a of the con 
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trol signal generating means 8 and a point B where the 
discharge lamp 3 and the impedance element 4 are 
connected, or may be connected to a point C between 
the impedance element 4 and the hi-directional con— 
trolled rectifier 7. In this case, the supply voltage for 
the control signal generating means 8 responds to vari 
ations in the characteristic of the discharge lamp. 
Therefore, it is possible to make the starting operation 
of the discharge lamp stabler. 
These modi?cations applied to the circuit may be 

given to the following circuits (FIGS. 21(a), 21(b) and 
21(c) ) which are provided according to the invention 
for the same purpose as that described above. 

In these circuits, time locking means are the same as 
that shown in FIG. 20. 
The circuit shown in FIG. 21(a) is a modi?cation of 

the circuit illustrated in FIG. 20. 
An electric current ?owing in a discharge lamp 3 is 

limited by a relatively high impedance element 6 
which, together with a relatively low impedance ele 
ment 4 and the discharge lamp 3 forms a series circuit 
until the current control point described above is 
reached in each half cycle of the alternating current. At 
instant the current control point is reached, a bi~ 
directionl controlled recti?er 7 becomes conductive in 
the same manner as described above, and short-circuits 
the high impedance element 6. As a result, the current 
?owing in the discharge lamp 3 increases. 
The circuit shown in FIG. 21(b) is designed for re 

ducing a supply voltage for limitation of a current flow 
in a discharge lamps. In this circuit, a supply voltage is 
kept lower than the rated voltage of a discharge lamp 
3 and therefore a bi-directional controlled rectifier 7 is 
also kept nonconductive until a current control point 
is reached. Accordingly, no primary current flows in a 
transformer 16, that is, the transformer does not work 
as a booster in this case. Therefore, a voltage applied 
to the discharge lamp 3 and a relatively low impedance 
element 4, is relatively low, thus limiting the current 
?ow in the discharge lamp 3. At the current control 
point, the bi-directional controlled rectifier 7 is caused 
to be conductive, and therefore the primary current 
?ows in the transformer 16 and the voltage supply is in 
creased. That is, the higher voltage is applied to the dis 
charge lamp 3, which increases the current flow in the 
discharge lamp 3. 
The circuit shown in FIG. 21(c) employs the system 

of interrupting an electric current. An electric current 
?owing in a discharge lamp 3 is changed into a higher 
frequency current by means of a current interruption 
circuit 50 which comprises a bi-directional controlled 
circuit 7, a coil 12, capacitors 13 and 15, a resistor 14, 
and a bi-directional switching element 51. This opera 
tion is continuously carried out until a control point is 
reached during each half cycle of the alternating cur 
rent applied to the circuit. At the control point, a bi‘ 
directional controlled recti?er 821 relatively small in 
capacity is caused to be conductive. Since this conduc 
tive condition of the recti?er 821 is maintained until 
the half cycle of the alternating current is terminated, 
the bi-directional controlled recti?er 7 is kept conduc 
tive for the same period, thus suspending the operation 
of the current interruption circuit 50. 
The principles described with reference to FIGS. 20, 

2l(a), 21(b) and 21(c) can be applied to any of the cir 
cuits which will be described later. 
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These principles can be applied to the discharge lamp 
whose equivalent impedance in the starting period is 
roughly the same as that in the rated operating time pe 
riod. 
However, with the discharge lamp which has low 

vapor pressures and substantially shorted equivalent 
impedance in the starting period and takes several min 
utes till it becomes stabilized by increasing its vapor 
pressure to a certain value conditions, if the current 
control timing instant is fixedly set to occur at such an 
instant as the discharge lamp produces the rated output 
under the conditions that the circuit for the discharge 
lamp operates after a given time by means of the time 
delay means, there will be a danger of an over-current 
?owing in the discharge lamp with the result of damage 
of the latter. 
This danger can be avoided as follows. The current 

control point is set at a late instant in the half cycle of 
the alternating current so that, after the starting switch 
has been closed and the discharge has become stabi 
lized, the lamp current is, for instance, on the order of 
150 to 200 percent of that obtained at the time the dis 
charge lamp is turned on at its rated value. In addition, 
variation in the character istics of the discharge lamp or 
resulting variations in the characteristics of circuit ele 
ments are converted into a variation such as electrical 
resistance which is applied to control a signal generat 
ing means so that the current control timing instant is 
automatically changed to occur at such an instant as to 
obtain the rated light output of the discharge lamp, 
thereby to stably light the discharge lamp. 
For this purpose, the previously systems described 

with reference to FIGS. "(21) through 11(d) can be ap» 
plied to the device for operating a discharge lamp. 
Devices for operating a discharge lamp in which the 

systems are employed will be described hereinafter. 
A circuit shown in FIG. 22 comprises a detecting 

means 221 having a resistor 221a and light emitting 
means 22lb used to detect the voltage of a discharge 
lamp 3, control signal generating means 8 having pho» 
tosensitive means 84 and a resistor 85, and several ele 
ments such as the time locking means 9, the line switch 
2, the impedance element 4 and the current limiting 
means 5 described with reference to FIG. 20. 
The operation of the circuit is as follows. When the 

line switch 2 is closed, the lamp current, being limited 
by the impedance element 6, is smaller than the rated 
current of the discharge lamp. In this case, if the cur 
rent control point described above is set so that a sup 
ply voltage is applied to the control signal generating 
means 8 through the time locking means 9 after the ter 
mination of the irregular discharge of the discharge 
lamp from the control point thus set the control signal 
generating means 8 starts its operation. In this time, the 
discharge lamp 3 has a low vapor pressure, equivalent 
impedance, and lamp voltage. Therefore, the light out 
put of the light emitting means 2212) in the detecting 
means 221 is small and the resistance ofthe photosensi‘ 
tive element 84 is very high. 
Accordingly, in this case, the charge of the capacitor 

82 is determined only by the resistance of the resistor 
85. On the basis of this fact, the current control point 
can be set by the resistor 85 so that the lamp current 
in the period of starting the operation of the discharge 
lamp is on the order of 150 to 200 percent of that ob 
tained when the discharge lamp produces its rated out 
put. 
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Soon. the vapor pressure of the discharge lamp 3 in» 

creases while the equivalent impedance thereof in 
creases, as a result of which the lamp voltage also in 
creases. In this case, at the current control point, the 
lamp current decreases, but the light output of the light 
emitting means 221!) of the detecting means 221 in 
crease with the lamp voltage, that is, the resistance of 
the photosensitive means 84 decreases with the in~ 
creases of the light output. as a result of which the 
speed in charging the capacitor 82 will be changed 
faster. Consequently, the instant the bi-directional con 
trolled recti?er 7 is changed to its conductive state, 
namely, the control point is reached earlier. Thus, the 
decrease of the lamp current can be avoided. 
As the discharge lamp 3 produces its rated light out 

put, the resistance of the photosensitive means 84 be 
comes low. In this case, if the constants of the elements 
concerned are determined so that the current control 
point is within a range such that the rated light output 
of the discharge lamp is obtained by means of the resis 
tor 83, which will allow the lamp current to stably have 
its rated value, the discharge lamp will be stably oper 
ated at its rated conditions. 

FIG. 23 shows another example of the control signal 
generating means according to the invention, in which 
the time locking described above is obtained by a cir_ 
cuit comprising capacitors, resistors and transistors. 

After application of the power source, the potential 
at a point C will gradually lower. When this potential 
becomes lower than a certain voltage determined by a 
Zenor diode Z2, a transistor Trl will become conduc 
tive and the potential at a point d will soon become 
equal to that at a point b, which will allow the control 
signal generating means to generate a control signal. 

In this system, a switching element having relatively 
small current capacity may be used in place of the 
Zenor diode Z2 and the time locking can be readily ob 
tained by changing the resistance of a resistor R3. 
A circuit formed by resistor R5, R6, and R7, a diode 

D2, and a capacitor C3 is stabler in control operation 
than a circuit formed only by the resistor R7 and the 
capacitor C3. 
A circuit formed by a current transformer CT, diodes 

D3, a capacitor C4, a variable resistor R8, resistors R9 
and R10, and a transistor Tr3 is used to detect the lamp 
current and to equivalently change the resistance of the 
resistor R6 depending on a value obtained by the detec 
tion of the lamp current. For instance, the current con 
trol point can be set by adjusting the variable resistor 
R8 so that the lamp current is of the order of ISO to 
200 percent of the rated lamp current during the start~ 
ing operation after the time delay. 
Soon, the vapor pressure of the discharge lamp in 

creases, the equivalent resistance of the discharge lamp 
increases, the lamp current decreases, and the base 
emitter current ofthe transistor Tra decreases. As a re 
sult, the equivalent resistance of the resistor R6 in 
creases, the current control point advances (in phase 
angle] thereby to prevent the decrease ofthe lamp cur 
rent. Thus, the discharge lamp will soon produce its 
rated light output. 
Thus, the occurrence of the control point can be ad 

justed mainly by the resistor R6. The increase of the re 
sistance of the resistor R6 will permit the discharge 
lamp to produce more light output than its rated value. 
A Zenor diode 21 can suppress the voltage variation in 
the transistor circuit. 
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Lagging in phase in a detection circuit of such a cur 
rent feedback loop as described above can be readily 
compensated by capacitance and resistance thereby to 
obtain the stable operation of the discharge lamp. 
Furthermore, in this example (FIG. 23), the peak 

voltage of the uni-junction transistor Trg can be 
changed by a resistor R2 and a capacitor Cl for the 
variation of the voltage supply thereby to control the 
occurrence of the current control point, and this sys 
tem provides a discharge lamp operating device having 
such a constant power characteristic as to have a con 
stant light output during the period that the discharge 
lamp is operated at its rated light output. 
The locking time caused by the time locking means 

provided in the discharge lamp operating device of the 
invention is roughly the same as that of the conven 
tional discharge lamp operating device. 
As is apparent from the above description, it is possi 

ble, according to the invention, to provide a discharge 
lamp operating device which is highly stable, highly re 
liable, smaller in size and lighter in weight and which 
operates properly for a discharge lamp requiring pulses 
or having the irregular discharge characteristics during 
the starting period, a discharge lamp having character 
istics which vary with time, and a discharge lamp whose 
characteristics in the starting period differs from that in 
its rated operating period. 

I claim: 
1. A device for operating a discharge lamp compris 

ing: an alternating current power source; a discharge 
lamp having a rated current value; a low impedance el 
ement, said low impedance element being a coil with a 
relatively few number of turns and relatively small in 
size; current limiting means comprised of high imped 
ance means and bi-directional means coupled in paral 
lel with said high impedance means for limiting electric 
current flowing in said discharge lamp to a value below 
the rated value thereof during a ?rst portion in each 
half cycle of the alternating current of said power 
source, said current limiting means being inoperative 
during the remaining portion of each half cycle and 
being switched from operative to inoperative states by 
a control signal, said low impedance element and said 
current limiting means being connected between said 
alternating current power source and said discharge 
lamp; and control signal generating means connected 
to said current limiting means for applying a control 
signal to said current limiting means at a predetermined 
current control changeover point during each half cy 
cle, said predetermined current control changeover 
point occurring at substantially 90° with respect to cur 
rent cross-over of each half cycle, whereby said current 
limiting means become inoperative after the control 
signal is applied to said current limiting means during 
each half cycle and the electric current ?owing in said 
discharge lamp increases so that an effective current 
has said rated value for the half cycle. 

2. A device as claimed in claim 1 which further com 
prises time locking means coupled to said control signal 
generating means for actuating said control signal gen 
erating means after a given time and suspending the 
function of said control signal generating means for the 
given time until said lamp has achieved stable opera 
tion after closing of a line switch. 

3. A device as claimed in claim 1 in which said cur 
rent limiting means comprises a high impedance ele 
ment and a iii-directional controlled recti?er, said high 
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impedance element being shunted by said bi 
directional controlled recti?er at said current control 
point, and said control signal generating means com 
prises a bi-directional switching element, a resistor and 
a capacitor, said resistor and capacitor being coupled 
in series, said switching element coupled to the junc 
tion of said resistor and capacitor, said resistor and ca 
pacitor being selected so that a voltage of said capaci 
tor reaches the switching voltage of said bi-directional 
switching element at the current control point, thereby 
applying a control signal to said bi-directional con 
trolled recti?er. 

4. A device as claimed in claim 1 in which said cur 
rent limiting means comprises: a step-up transformer 
with a primary winding serving as a low impedance ele 
ment and a secondary winding serving as a high imped» 
ance element, said secondary winding acting as a cur 
rent limiting element in series with said low impedance 
element; and a til-directional controlled recti?er ren 
dered conductive by a control signal from said control 
signal generating means at said predetermined current 
control point to apply a supply voltage to said primary 
winding of said step-up transformer, whereby a voltage 
higher than the supply voltage is induced through elec 
tromagnetic induction of said step-up transformer to 
suspend the function of said current limiting element 
and thereby to increase said current flowing in said dis 
charge lamp. 

5. A device as claimed in claim 1 in which said cur 
rent limiting means comprises a bi-directional con 
trolled recti?er having a commutating circuit which is 
substantially composed of an inductor and a capacitor; 
and a bi-directional switching element for controlling 
the bi-directional controlled recti?er, to interrupt a 
current in said discharge lamp for the purpose of 
changing the current into a high frequency current 
until said current control point is reached, said control 
signal generating means providing a control signal 
which is applied to a control electrode of said bi 
directional controlled recti?er to render the latter con 
ductive for that portion of alternating current cycle be 
tween said predetermined current control point and the 
end of the respective half cycle. 

6. A device as claimed in claim 1 which further com 
prises means for changing said current control timing 
point according to variation in the characteristics of 
said circuit and current limiting means and due to vari 
ation in the characteristic of said discharge lamp in the 
starting period thereof and operatively coupled 
thereto. 

7. A device as claimed in claim 3 in which said low 
impedance element is connected in parallel to said high 
impedance element through said bi-directional con 
trolled recti?er. 

8. A device as claimed in claim 3 in which said high 
impedance element and said low impedance element 
are wound on one core. 

9. A device as claimed in claim 6 in which said means 
for changing the current control point comprises: light 
emitting means for detecting variations in the charac 
teristics of said circuit; and photosensitive means com 
bined in said control signal generating means and con 
trolling the latter according to light emitted by the light 
emitting means. 

10. A device as claimed in claim 1 which further 
comprises means operatively coupled for changing said 
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current control point with the lapse of operating time 
after closing of a line switch. 

11. A device as claimed in claim 10 in which said 
means for changing said current control point is an in 
directly heated thermistor cooperating with said con» 
trol signal generating means. 

12. A device as claimed in claim 2 which further 
comprises means operatively connected for changing 
said current control point according to variation in the 
characteristics of said circuit after releasing the lock of 
said time locking means. 

13. A device as claimed in claim 12 in which said 
means for changing said current control point com 
prises light emitting means, a resistor, and photosensi 
tive means, said light emitting means detecting varia 
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tion in the characteristic of said circuit. said resistor ob 
taining a suitable light output of the light emitting 
means said photosensitive means being combined in 
said control signal generating means and controlling 
the latter means according to the light emitted by the 
light emitting means. 

14. A device as claimed in claim 12 which further 
comprises means operatively connected for changing 
said current control point with the lapse of operating 
time after releasing the lock nfsaid time locking means. 

15. A device as claimed in claim 14 in which said 
means for changing the current control point is an indi 
rectly heater thermistor cooperating with said control 
signal generating means. 

* 1k it * k 


